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Welcome to our first edition! 

The Purposeful Faith | Life | Style 
approach is all about consistent 
attention to the areas of life that 
matter most. 

Dear 
Ladies,

Maybe you have recently found yourself in a place of wondering, "What's my
next step?" During this season when I feel like I can barely keep up with the
day-to-day of husband, kids, home and beyond, every YES has to be strategic.
My prayer is always "Lead me to where You are." This magazine is the answer.

Editor-in-Chief
Tabitha Dumas

Purposeful 
Faith Life Style 

Magazine
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Depending on where you live, summer is either a time to finally get outside for
picnics, family barbecues and sunset walks or if you're like me and live in the
desert, it's a time to hunker down inside with an iced tea and a good book or get
out of town to somewhere cooler. When I think summer, I think refreshing salads,
long soaks in the pool and bright pink toenails. Whatever your climate, this issue
will bring you plenty of tips and ideas to make your summer strategically more
enjoyable and memorable. 

As a first issue, we want to introduce you to our
contributing writers and the topics you can
come to expect each season. From our 13-year-
old son's poem to my mom's "Sassy Seniors"
column, we hope there is something for every
age and phase of life. After all, we're
#bettertogether. 
So pour yourself a cup of tea, find a comfy
place to sit and enjoy perusing. Consider asking
yourself what your next step is. Maybe it's
creating a pretty spot on your porch or trying a
new recipe. Or maybe it's launching a project or
starting a group. Whatever it is, please stay
connected so we can celebrate with you! 



In Each Issue
Color & Style
Devotionals

Home & Hospitality
Wellness

Books, Poetry & Literature
Tea Time

Education & School
Writing Prompts

Art & Crafts
A "Put Yourself Out There" challenge

 
Where to find our community

Tabitha's Instagram @tabithadumas11
Pinterest: pinterest.com/tabithad11

Insiders group on Facebook
 

You'll find all the links in the PFLS emails, sign up at tabithadumas.com/magazine



Summer 
Wardrobe 
Check-list

Color & Style
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Tabitha Dumas
Certified Image Consultant

Our summer wardrobe should be
our lightest and brightest of the
year! Whether staying close to
home, venturing out for a road trip
or making plans for attending
weddings and graduations, our
wardrobe needs to work for our
life. 

___ 2 pairs of shorts
___ 1 pair of cropped pants
___ 2 pairs of lightweight pants in your
style preference
___ 4-5 tops in flattering colors and
styles
___ 1 lightweight sweater or jacket
___ 2 summer dresses
___ 1 lightweight skirt
___ comfy casual flats or sandals
___ trendy sandals in a higher heel, or
wedge
___ swimsuit and cover-up
___ 3-4 trendy accessories
___ summer tote or bag
___ denim jacket
___ special occasion dress
 ___chic sunglasses

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

As always, focus on your best colors 
according to your Color Code and refer to 
your wardrobe color palette if we've 
created one together. If you need a road 
map to simpler style, visit this post: 
habithadumas.com/signature-color-style- 
road-map

These wardrobe suggestions
should work for almost anyone but
feel free to modify it to suit your
lifestyle. If you are more active, add
extra "athleisure" pieces since you'll
be sweating in (and thus washing)
them more. If you are traveling a
lot, focus on versatile, wrinkle-free
items. 

Here's to your most strategically  stylish 
summer yet! 



SUMMER
HAIKUS

INSERT HAIKUS HERE



Summer
Hygge

Home & Hospitality
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Tabitha Dumas
Instagram @tabithadumas11

Have you hard of "hygge?"
Pronounced ‘hoo-ga’ It's a Danish
concept and has loosely been
translated as a "cozy quality that
makes a person feel content and
comfortable." While hygge is
frequently associated with winter
or fall, there's no reason you can't
embrace the charm and coziness
for summer!

Hygge is all about life's simple 
pleasures. Think of your 
favorite warm weather 
moments – picnics, bike rides, 
outdoor concerts, farmers 
markets, and nights on the 
porch with a cold beverage.

Embrace the joys of summer by creating
meaningful memories. Every summer we
drive four hours north of Phoenix to visit a
lavender festival. We take in the lavender
fields set against the red rocks, sip
lemonade on a blanket under a shade tree
and take pictures wearing flowy skirts and
floppy hats. We also stay at a nearby ranch
house to star gaze, hunt for petrified wood
and enjoy the breeze through the screen
door. What quintessential summer
experiences can you cram into a
weekend getaway? 

Put together a summer reading nook. Pull 
out your lighter reading then add a place to
sit, a table to set a drink down and a 
lightweight blanket. Savor the moment. 

Hygge-ify (I made that word up) your home
with the textures, colors and scents of
summer. Place your vacation photos
prominently; artfully display shells,
driftwood and sea glass on trays or in
bowls; diffuse summer oil blends; or place
sunflowers or beach grass in a pretty vase. 

Think COOL. Store your aloe vera gel in the
fridge to apply after your bath. Experiment
with yummy iced teas. Lighten up your
curtains and towels. 



Smells Like Summer 
Diffuser Blends

Candles, plug-ins and even body care items are 
often full of artificial scents and toxic chemicals 
than can affect fertility, give you a headache and 
add to the toxicity in our environment. Essential 
oils are much more natural and ce help you feel 
relaxed, energized or like you're smelling actual 
sunshine. We hope you'll try some of these and 

that they'll give you a summer boost. 
-Tabitha



Patriotic Party Ideas
Fruit Pizza 
Submitted by Tabitha Dumas
Sugar cookie dough
Cream cheese + sugar + vanilla
blueberries, strawberries

Berry Trifle 
Submitted by Tiffiny Spire

Cool Whip
Pound Cake

Pudding
Strawberries

Blueberries

Sparkling Hibiscus Tea
Submitted by Patricia Grimes
This is a favorite refreshing summer tea I enjoy. The 
hibiscus tea is a natural way to help lower blood 
pressure. 
2 cups filtered water
4 tea bags with hibiscus (I use Trader Joe’s Red 
Refresh herbal tea)
1 TBS of honey or to your taste
A handful of garden mint if you have some
Steep all for 30 minutes or so
Remove bags and mint. 
Add one cup of any sparkling water and about 2 
cups of ice. Stir and it is ready to be served in a 
pretty glass. Enjoy with a friend! Photo Credit: Patricia Grimes



Have your 
heard of 
tray scaping?

Rather than switching out seasonal decor several times per year, consider a beautiful tray you 
decorate for each season. It's more manageable and it's FUN!

"Tray Scaping" is simply ho you decorate a tray, similar to how you would decorate your coffee 
table. There are suggestions like mixing certain elements (books + candle + nature + whimsy) or 

having a high item, low item and something to bridge the two.

For your summer tray:
books

candle

beads

shells

open-weave scarf

tea towel

 



Slow Summer
Remember the summer when you just wanted to 

sleep in...
 
 

What if we decided this is the summer when we take it slow?



Flamingo Fanny
by Pixy Dirt
on Instagram @pixydirt1

Spring has sprung and while us Arizonans do love a good spring; it
triggers the awakening of the dread that has been hibernating
deep down within us. It's just stretching right now. It's usually slow
to rouse but then ….BAM it wakes us with a roar of fire. As I make
my attempt to lull the Summer Beast back to slumber for just a
wee bit longer, I searched for a bedtime story to help and found
my mind writing it for me. Dedicated to my little girl self, Flamingo
Fanny, I hear what you are saying and shall live the life you created
floating on that pink bird dreaming up our future. My today.  
 
As I sit on the precipice of my 54th Arizona desert summer, it feels
an easy leap to simply allow the heat to kill me now and cremate
me in one flaming swoop. The heat is on in so many ways right
now. I struggle to breathe but breathe on I shall. I could sit and go
over my life and pull out the shortcomings of my decisions but
first, there simply isn’t enough iced tea to keep me hydrated
through such an arduous task and second…Why the heck would I
do that!? I will not "should" on myself today. You deserve that
same luxury.  

Of course, my life, like any other, could have ended up in a billion
varying scenarios simply by making a different choice here and an
off beaten path taken there. But then I would just be sitting
someplace else doing something different wondering why I didn’t
end up in Arizona in August, wallowing in a traitorous heat of a
midlife summer, waiting for my sun tea to finish brewing. The past
is now an illusion. The future an idea awaiting manifestation. I
don’t think I want to know too much in advance. Where would the
adventure be in that? I am here in this moment called NOW and
that is all that’s real. In order to write, I must LIVE otherwise what
is there to write about? I’ve lived some. I shall live some more if it is
meant to be. I will write about all of it in one way or another. The
stories will dictate to me when they are ready to reach for the light
of day. So, I sit today, with beads of sweat trickling in crevices
rarely touched, grateful for this moment to pen a thought. 

Life is extraordinary and beautiful with its
heartaches, its joys, with its secrets, romances, and
dark unknown corners. Sure, I could have been
more disciplined…then I would be writing how I
wished I were more spontaneous. I could have
traveled more…then I would be wishing I’d spent
more time at home. I might have been on a publicity
tour had I written more often…but perhaps my
babies would not have been snuggled, kissed or
even been fed. Don’t you see? Sure, the grass may
be greener in the lawn of “I should haves” and they
may have a built-in pool to boot, but it still has its
own version of weeds to be pulled and algae on
pool tiles to tackle. I shall get on a pink flamingo, in a
blow-up pool in my own backyard and not only
embrace this NOW that is right for ME, but also, sip
a cocktail and create a future that sparks a heat
within that surpasses the desert temps of summer. I
will take and create life intentionally: algae, weeds,
and all.  
 
So today, like most days, I will team up with Flamingo
Fanny and play AirBnB by preparing my home for
guests to have a beautifully quirky and outrageous
experience, the likes of which Yelp has never seen
reviewed. Then, I am going to check myself in. 

Photo credit: Pixydirty


